CONCEPTUAL ADJACENCIES AND RELATIONSHIPS

Spatial Organization and Relationship Diagrams

Space Types and Organization
The facility program is comprised of these six major space types:
• general learning settings [blue]
• exploratory (specialized) learning Spaces [red]
• common shared spaces [orange]
• student support spaces [yellow]
• building services [purple]
• outdoor spaces [green]

The colors shown in brackets in the list above is keyed to the spaces described in the education facilities specifications.

Space Adjacency
The bubble diagram illustrates the overall building relationships of many of the key spaces within the school buildings. The color coding indicates the major space types to which these spaces relate. Also shown are two arrows to indicate key building entrances: front door and service access.

Spaces within this area will be functional and flexible. Relationships among spaces will guide space configuration and adjacencies, with first priority given to functions with the strongest relationships. The design concept for this area will be a suite of collocated spaces, with flexible transitions among each function.
**Overall Building Layout**

These illustrations show several concepts for general building relationships that will vary based on the size of the school and site considerations. The purpose of these diagrams is to provide general ideas of adjacencies and organization—not actual designs.

» **Elementary School concept**

- Welcome Center
- common shared spaces
- general learning setting

» **High School concept**

- PE & Wellness
- Green Roof
- Outdoor Learning
- Neighborhoods
- Piazza
- Entry